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Adam Emil and Regal ideas Inc. join forces to
help the Frontline Heroes
(Delta, BC) – Regal ideas Inc., the world’s
leading manufacturer of Aluminum railing
systems joined forces with global recording
artist Adam Emil to deliver KN95 masks to
Mercy Hospital in Chicago, IL.
This is part of the Feed-The-Fight
campaign launched by Regal ideas
nationally in efforts to help Frontline Nurses
and Doctors across our nation. Donations
to the campaign can be made by visiting
feedthefightcanada.com or
feedthefightUSA.com, which are managed
on the GoFundMe® platform.
“With everything happening in the world today, only together can we make a difference. Together
we can overcome. To our Frontline Heroes that have not stopped helping our communities, I want
to say Thank You from the bottom of my heart.” Says Adam Emil. “When the world stopped, you
stood up and gave us hope!”
Watch Adam Emil’s video along with new song preview at the link below:
https://bit.ly/Adam_Emil_Regalideas
Adam Emil and Regal ideas continue to do their part in their communities. Regal ideas reach has
also expanded to other hospitals and states in response to the growing need for masks and other
personal protective equipment for frontline healthcare professionals combating COVID-19.
“It is our duty to provide assistance where and when we can during these difficult times. Mankind
is also our business, and perhaps the most important business of all.…we are honored to do our
part.” states Ernie Couillard, Executive Vice President for Regal ideas Inc.
Most recent Feed-The-Fight campaigns included meal deliveries to Harborview Medical Center in
Seattle Washington and Grand River Hospital in Kitchener, Ontario. Microwaves and Kettle
deliveries to the Atira Women’s Society in Vancouver with the help of Danby Appliances and
Proctor Silex along with YWCA appliance deliveries in Vancouver. The KN95 mask deliveries
continue this month at various hospitals.
Inquiries for the Feed-The-Fight campaigns should be sent to support@feedthefightcanada.com

